
3rd draft, 17th August 2020. 

Subject: Draft agenda and time sequence for the virtual seminar on 18th August 11h30, title : On  

  the eve of World Humanitarian Day the 19th August, Respecting Front Line COVID 19  

  Warriors, Both in Rohingya Camps and In Host Community, Solidarity and Diversity 

Medium: Bangla, but simultaneous English translation is available in the software 

11h30  : 2 minutes, setting the stage and tone: Moderator Abu Morshed Chowdhury:   -

 Welcome and thanks to the guests, intro to the moderator background of the webinar,   

- request DC to take  Chair,  

- thanks to Special Guest RRRC,  

- thanks Guest of Honor IFRC Country Rep Mr Azmat Ullah,  

- and other three guests representative from UNHCR (Mr Kefayet), Dr. Samir (IoM) 

and Mr Saikat (ISCG) ,  

- Invite DG NGOAB to inaugurate the webinar 

11h32 : 2 minutes, Inauguration speech by DG NGOAB 

 

11h32 : 5 minutes, Intro on CCNF, structure and Ground rules, moderated by Rezaul Karim  

  Chowdhury 

- 3 minutes video on CCNF 

- Briefing on some important norms in zoom operation (mute and unmute, ready for 

photo in first 10 minutes,  speaker view, translation etc, mutual respect) 

- Speeches should bd short, no formalities, request to maintain time. 

- Request to follow latest version of  time and agenda sequence in website  

- Brief on the webinar structure. 

- Felicity speeches by guests i.e., DC, RRRC and DG each 1 minutes;  

11h37 : 12 minutes, Introductory Felicity speeches from other Distinguished Guests,   

  Moderated by  Abu Morshed Chowdhury.  

- The chair DC (Mr. Kamal Hossain) , Special Guest RRRC (Mr Mahbubul Alam 

Talukder) , Guest of Honor IFRC Country Rep (Mr Azmat), three guests (UNHCR- Mr. 

Kefayat, IOM-Dr Samir & ISCG- Mr Saikat).  

- 1/ 2 minutes each. 

11h49  : 4 minutes, Video on Solidarity and Acknowledgement, moderated by Barkat Ullah  

  Maruf,   

12h05 : 8 + 2 minutes, reflections from field workers, 8 persons, and each 1 minutes, from 8  

  organizations. 

12h15 : Speeches from LNGO leaders, Moderation by Rezaul Karim Chowdhury 

- Each will get 2 minutes / 120 seconds for NGO leaders. 

- One NGO leader one issue in between one from audiences the front line works, 8 

NGO leaders on 8 issues, must be with feasible concreate proposal no analysis  

 

i. Funding to local NGOs : Sheuly Sharma Jago Nari,  (why LNGO participation 

in Rohingya response important for low cost, for local economy and for 

security, latest statistics 2 % and partnership is 4 to 8 %, international 



commitment, GB, PoP and C4C, difference of definition of local, national and 

international NGOs)  

 

ii. Equality in partnership vs. sub-contracting : Arifur Rahman YPSA (Principle 

of Partnership, visibility, logistical support, overhead sharing, equal 

treatment in project designing to project review etc) 

 

iii. Capacity development or capacity convergence: Abdullah Al Mamun 

Meghna Foundation (Redefining capacity, it should not be top down, it 

should be convergence and two way, use of Bangla language etc)  

 

 

 

iv. Participation in Rohingya Response Management: Mr Tariqul ACLAB 

(Participation in ISCG and RRRC office etc, why it is necessary, to strengthen 

the govt. hand and to express local concern, bottom up approach based on 

need assessment). 

 

v. Risk Sharing and How NGOAB can facilitate LNGOs: Bimol Chnadra Dey 

Sarker Mukti Coxsbazar (extension of FD 7 up to 12 months, approval based 

on need assessment from field, work completion certificate, supporting 

localization and pleading to INGOs and UN agencies, etc.)  

 

vi. Prevailing tensions and concern of host community: Mr. Abul Kashem, 

HELP Coxsbazar (Prevailing tension between different groups, economic and 

social causes, how these could be minimized, building peaceful co-existence 

until repatriation). 

 

 

vii. Political mobilization for repatriation: Ms Neelema, Agrajatra, (why this 

should be a fundamental priority, if delay what are the consequences upon 

social and economic issues of Coxsbazar). 

 

  Total 7x 2 = 14 minutes 

12h30  : 15 minutes, Question and Answer with floor  

12h45 : Speeches from guests, Moderation by Aby Morshed Chowdhury 

 

  3 from ISCG / UN agencies (UNHCR and IoM) each 3 minutes = 9 minutes 

  Mr. Azmat Ulla, Country Representative IFRC, 5 minutes 

  Mr Mahbub Alam Talukder RRRC, 7 minutes 

  Mr Rashedul Islam, DG NGOAB, 10 minutes 

  Total 31 minutes 

13h20  : Conclusion by the Chair DC Mr Kamal Hossain, 5 minutes. 


